
WRITING AN 8 BAR MELODY

(These examples are based on an 8-bar melody. If you choose the voice question, you can write it for as many bars as
you think appropriate, but eight is an.

Some people think the voice question is easier, because they assume you can write whatever you want, you
can choose the key and time signature, and the total number of bars is flexible. Once you can play the chord
progression you are ready to improvise a melody over the top. That is a rhythm from the previous passage that
is repeated for two bars. You use the chord notes most often. If you don't choose eight bars, then write it for
four. Let's look at rhythm, melody, harmonic structure and performance directions in more detail. When
jumping down go up afterwards. The cadence would be IV in bar 3, then V-I in bar 4. In any case, you should
practise both types of question before you take the exam. Two features common to all of these examples is the
shift between higher and lower notes â€” the change of register â€” and a destination which the melody is
moving towards. It could be in treble clef or bass clef. While it is difficult to discuss every possible melodic
outline, it is possible to discuss several general characteristic shapes. Know the four of them and how they
resolve. In other words, if you are playing a C major broken chord you would play C â€” E â€” G. These
examples are based on an 8-bar melody. The instructions will ask you to write a complete melody for solo
voice to fit the words of the text: you can choose whichever voice soprano, alto, tenor or bass you prefer.
When you write your composition, be sure to use rhythms and groupings which are correct for the time
signature. Rhythmic Sequence When you have ended a phrase with a cadence it is good form to have a
rhythmical sequence. I was hoping to become more comfortable with the keys in general and develop skills
playing but want my focus to be more on improvising strong melodic lines. Play your chord progression on
the piano using your left hand. Have a pleasant line. If you want an 8 bar melody choose 8 chords one for each
bar. How does the line look? We sequenced bar 1 by changing the direction of the melody to make bar 3, but
kept the interval as a third. Extract 3: I changed a crotchet quarter note into a quaver eighth note. We are not
going to write melodies for guitar in Cb Major. So, here are a few ideas for how to write a good melody.


